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Abstract 
Lou, D. and D.A. Holton, Lower bound of cyclic edge connectivity for n-extendability of regular 
graphs, Discrete Mathematics 112 (1993) 139-150. 
A cyclically m-edge-connected n-connected k-regular graph is called an (m.n.k) graph. It is proved 
that for any m > 0 and k 2 3, there is an (m, k, k) bipartite graph. A graph G is n-extendable if every 
matching of size n in G lies in a perfect matching of G. We prove the existence of a (k2- 1, k + 1, k + 1) 
bipartite graph which is not k-extendable and the existence of an (m, k + 1, k + 1) graph which is not 
n-extendable, where n82, k>2 and m is any positive integer. The existence of the former graphs 
shows that a result of Holton and Plummer is sharp. 
1. Introduction and terminology 
All graphs in this paper are finite, undirected, connected and simple. Let v and n be 
positive integers with n d (v - 2)/2 and let G be a graph with v vertices having a perfect 
matching. A graph G is said to be n-extendable if every matching of size n in G lies in 
a perfect matching of G. 
A graph G is called cyclically m-edge-connected (cyclically m-connected) if ISI am 
for each edge cutset (vertex cutset) S of G such that there are two components in G-S 
each of which has a cycle. Here S is called a cyclic edge cutset (cyclic cutset). The size of 
a minimal cyclic edge cutset (cyclic cutset) is called the cyclic edge connectivity (cyclic 
connectivity), denoted by CL(G) (UC(G)). Put CA(G)= CC (UC(G)= co) when no cyclic 
edge cutset (cyclic cutset) exists. A cyclically m-edge-connected n-connected k-regular 
graph is called an (WI, n, k) graph. Finally, we use K to denote connectivity. 
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In this paper we mainly discuss cyclic edge connectivity. However, Theorem 1 
shows that for each theorem dealing with cyclic edge connectivity, there is an 
analogous result for cyclic connectivity. 
All terminology and notation not defined in the paper are from [3] or the other 
references. 
The work of this paper was motivated by Theorem 3.2 in [6]. We state this below. 
Theorem 0. Let n be a positive integer and let G be an (n + 1)-regular (n + 1)-connected 
bipartite graph. Then if c%(G)3n2, G is n-extendable. 
The questions we tackle here are (1) is the lower bound on CA(G) sharp and (2) is 
there a similar lower bound for general (as opposed to bipartite) graphs. The first 
question we answer positively, the second negatively. 
As a side result, it is proved that for any m > 0 and k > 3, there is an (m, k, k) bipartite 
graph. 
2. Relations between cil and CK and between cl and K in regular giaphs 
Theorem 1. For any k-regular graph G( k 3 3), 
(i) r2cA/kl <CK, 
(ii) CK<C,~ when v(G)32((2k-3)/(k-2))cA. 
Proof. (i) Let S be a cyclic cutset with 1 S I= CK such that G-S has two components 
Ci and C2 each of which has a cycle. Then either (V(C,), V(G-C,)) or (V(C,), 
V(G- C,)) is a cyclic edge cutset with size at most kcK/2. Hence CA< k&/2, so 
cK>2c%/k. But CK is an integer. Hence @[2cA/kl. 
(ii) Let G be a k-regular graph with v(G) 3 2( (2k - 3)/( k - 2)) ~3, and let S be a cyclic 
edge cutset with ISI =c/z. Then G-S has exactly two components C, and CZ each of 
which has a cycle. As v(G)32((2k-3)/(k-2)) ci, we assume I V(C,)la((2k-3)/ 
(k-2)) CA without loss of generality. Let S’= {v I vcF’(C1) and v is incident with an 
edge in S> and C; = Cr -S’. Then IS’1 dci and 
I v(c;)l>~ CE.. 
Suppose C; does not contain any cycle. Then 
kl I’(C;)/<2(/ V(C;)l- l)+(k-l)IS’( 
BY (2), 
<2(II’(C;)I-l)+(k-1)cA. 
I v(c;)lG 
(k- l)ci-2 (k- l)ci 
k-2 < k-2 ’ 
(2) 
contradicting (1). 
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Hence S’ is a cyclic cutset with 1 S’I < 13. The result follows. 0 
Theorem 1 shows that for any result on cyclic edge connectivity for regular graphs 
with large order, there is a corresponding result on cyclic connectivity. The following 
theorem shows that a k-regular graph is k-connected when its cyclic edge connectivity 
is sufficiently large. We use g(G) to denote the girth of the graph G. 
Lemma 1. Let G be a k-regular graph. If m < CA(G) < 00, then g(G) 3 m/( k - 2). 
Proof. Suppose g < m/(k- 2). We choose C to be a cycle of length g. Consider 
G’= G-V(C). 1 V(G’)I=v-g. If (C, G’) is a cyclic edge cutset, I(C, G’)I=g(k-2)< 
(m /(k - 2)) (k - 2) = m, contradicting CA b m. Suppose (C, G’) is not a cyclic edge cutset. 
Then G’ is a forest. 
kl V(G’)I-2(l V(G’)I-l)<(k-2)g, 
k(v-g)--((v-g)-l)<(k-2)g, 
(k-2)v-(k-2)g+2<(k-2)g, 
(k-2)v62(k-2)g-2, 
2 
“<29-k-2. 
But v is an integer. So v 6 2g - 1. This means that there is no edge cutset separating 
two components each of which has a cycle. Hence ~13. = CO, contradicting 4. < a. 0 
Theorem 2. Zf G is a k-regular graph with cyclic edge connectivity CA. where 
co > CA 2 k(k - l), then G is k-connected. 
Proof. Since co>c%ak(k-l)>k(k-2), then g(G)>k by Lemma 1. 
Suppose there is a minimal cutset S of G with ISI = t < k. If there are two 
components C1 and C2 in G-S, each of which has a cycle, then the size of the edge 
cutset (V(C,), V(G-C,)) is not larger than t(k-l)<k(k-1), contradicting 
c;l>k(k-1). 
Thus there is a component C1 in G-S which does not contain 
IV(C1)l=m. Then km-2(m-l)<t(k-1). So 
m<W-W 
’ k-2 = 
W4+W)<t+l 
k-2 
for t<k_l, 
\ 
But m is an integer. So m < t. As g(G) > k, no vertex in S is adjacent 
in C1. By the minimality of S, there are exactly t edges from 
km-2(m-l)=t. Then m=(t-2)/(k-2)<1, a contradiction. 0 
any cycle. Let 
to two vertices 
S to C1. But 
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3. Conditions for the existence of non-n-extendable regular graphs 
In the following we shall prove that if there is an (m, k, k) bipartite graph with 
m arbitrarily large, there exists a non-n-extendable (m’, k, k) graph with m’ arbitrarily 
large, where n > 2, and there exists a ((k- 1)’ - 1, k, k) bipartite graph which is not 
(k - 1)-extendable, where k 3 3. 
Lemma 2. If the girth of a k-regular graph G is not less than 2d+ 1, then there are 
k independent vertices y, , y,, . . . , Y, such that d,(yi,yj)>d (l<i<j<k). 
Proof. Let x be a vertex of G. Let S = {y 1 yeV(G) and dc(x, y) < d). G[S] does not 
contain any cycle because g(G)>2d + 1. 
Let NG(x)= {zl, z2, . . . . zk} be the set of the vertices adjacent to x and YiES be 
a vertex such that dc(x, yi)=rd/21 and the shortest (x, yi)-path goes through Zi, 
i= 1, 2, . . . . k. It is easy to verify that y,, y,, . . . , y, are independent vertices such that 
do(y,,yj)>d, l<i<jbk. 0 
Lemma 3. If the girth of a k-regular bipartite graph G=(X, Y) is not less than 2d+2, 
then there are k independent vertices y, y,, . , yk~ Y such that dG(yi, yj) > d, 1 <i < j< k. 
Proof. We choose XEX when [d/21 is odd or XE Y when rd/21 is even. The result 
follows from the proof of Lemma 2. 0 
Theorem 3. If there is a (4n’ + 4n, n + 1, n + 1) bipartite graph with CA < 00, (n > 3), there 
is an (n2 - 1, n + 1, n + 1) bipartite graph which is not n-extendable. 
Proof. Let G=(X, Y) be a (4n2 +4n, n+ 1, n+ 1) bipartite graph. g(G)>4n+S as 
cc > CA(G) 2 4n2 + 4n > (4n + 8) (n - 1) and by Lemma 1. By Lemma 3, there are (n + 1) 
independent vertices y, , y,, . . . , y,+lEYsuch that d,(yi,yj)a2n+3 (l<i<j<n+l). 
Let XijEX be the jth vertex adjacent to yi (i= 1, 2, . . . . n- 1, j= 1, 2, . . . . n+ 1). Let 
X,=(xijIi=1,2,...,n-l;j=1,2,...,n+1}.Thenxij=x,,ifandonlyifi=randj=t 
because dc(yi, yj) > 2n + 3 and n z 3. 
Let G’ be defined as follows: 
(i) G1=G and G,rG with V(G2)={v’~u~V(G)} and E(G2)={~‘v’~u,v~V(G) and 
WE(G)}. 
(ii) G’=(G~uG~)-{Y~,Y~, . . . . y,_,,y;,y;, . . . . yb_1}+N, where N={XijX:jl 
i=1,2 ,..., n-l;j=l,2 ,..., n+l}. 
In the following, we prove that G’ is an (n2 - 1, n + 1, n + 1) bipartite graph which is 
not n-extendable. 
From the definition of G’, G’ is an (n + 1)-regular bipartite graph with cA(G’) d n2 - 1 
since{XijXijIi=l,2 ,..., n-l;j=l,2 ,..., n + l} is a cyclic edge cutset. Suppose this is 
not the case. Let G1-(y,,y,, ...,Y~_~} have m vertices. From m(n+l)-2(m-l)< 
n*-1, we know mbn. But G1-(y,,y,, ,.., y,_ 1} has at least n+ 3 vertices, a 
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contradiction.SoG,-(y,,yZ,...,yn_i} hasacycle.G1-(y~,y~,...,y~_l}alsohas 
a cycle. 
(1) G’ is (n+ 1)-connected. Suppose there is a cutset S of G’ with (SI dn. We choose 
ISI to be minimal. There are two cases. 
(1.1) If Ss V(G,), then S is also a cutset of Gi. Suppose this is not the case. 
S is a cutset of G1 - {yi, ~2, .. . . y,_ i} and there are xij, xik and yi such that Xij and 
Xik are in different components of Gi-{y,,y2, . . ..y._,}-S. But in 
(G,-(YI,Y~, ...>Yn-1}-S)+yi, Xij and Xik are connected by yi. However, in 
G’- S, Xij and Xik are connected by X;j, Xik and an (X:j, Xik)-path in G2, contradicting 
the fact that S is a cutset of G’. 
(1.2) Suppose SnV(G,)=T,#~ and SnV(G2)=Tz#fi. 
(1.2.1) If GI-{Y,,Y,, . . . . Y,_~)-T, is disconnected but G2-(y’i,y$, . . ..yk_i} 
- T2 is connected, then T2c (x:jI i= 1,2, . . . . n- 1; j= 1,2, . . . . n+ l}. Let 
T={yiI ldi<n-1 and 3X;jETz). 
Then ITl<lT,( and T,uTis a cutset of G1 and IT,uTI~IT,uT,I=ISl~n, contra- 
dicting the fact that Gi is (n+ 1)-connected. 
(1.2.2) Suppose there are sets Y1s{y1,y2 ,..., y,_i} and YZs{y’i,yi ,..., Y;_~} 
such that YiUTi is a cutset of Gi (i= 1,2). AS \SJ <n, either ITI) or IT21 is not larger than 
n/2. Without loss of generality, assume ) TI ) d n/2. By the (n + 1)-connectedness of 
G,,(Y,(3(n+l)-n/2=(n+2)/2. We choose Yi such that (Y,uT,I is minimal. 
LetCbeoneofthecomponentsofG1-(T,uY,).IV(C)IbIN,,(Y,)nV(C)(~IY,I 
for dc(yi, yj) k 2n + 3 (1 Q i < j d n - 1 and n 3 3) and for each vertex yi in Y1 , there is at 
least one vertex xii in C adjacent to yi as we choose 1 Yi u TI I to be minimal. 
Suppose C does not contain any cycle. Then 2(1 V(C)J-l)+m>(n+l)l V(C)/, 
where m is the size of the edge cutset separating C and G, -C. We have 
I V(CW~, (1) 
If there are more than ((n+ l)n/2)/2 edges from T, to C, then there are less than 
((n+l)n/2)/2 edges from TI to G,-(T,uV(C)) and we use C’=GIITIuV(C)] to 
replace C in the following discussion. And there are I NG1 (Y, )n V(C ) I edges from Yi to 
c. so 
m~n(n+1)/4+ING,(Y~)n~(C)I~n(n+1)/4+lV(C)I. 
BY (1X 
I W)l& (W+ 1)/4+I VCN-2). 
So I V(C)Id(n(n+ l)-8)/(4(n-2)). But 
n(n+ 1)-S ~~IYllCl VC)lG 4(n_2) . (2) 
By (2), n2 - n < 0, contradicting n 2 3. 
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So C contains a cycle and there is a cyclic edge cutset separating C and Gi -C (or 
G, [V(C)u7’,] and Gi -(V(C)uT,)) with size at most 
n(n+1)/4+IN,,(Y,)nV(C)I<n(n+1)/4+n2-1<4n2+4n, 
contradicting cA(G 1 ) >, 4n2 + 4n. 
(2) G’ is cyclically (n2 - 1)-edge-connected. Suppose there is a cyclic edge cutset U of 
G’ with 1 U 1-c n2 - 1. We choose U such that 1 CJI is minimal. Let UnE(G,)= Ui and 
UnE(G2)= U2. 
As I UI is minimal, there are only two components Ci and C2 in G’- U which each 
has a cycle. Let C, r = C,nG,, Ci2=C1nG2, C2r=C2nG1 and C22=C2nG2.There 
are 16 cases according to that Cij (i, j~(l, 2)) has or has not a cycle. However, we 
partition them into six cases. 
(2.1) Both Crr and Czl have a cycle. Then there is a cyclic edge cutset W of 
G, which consists of the edges in U1 and some edges incident with { y,, yz, . . . , y, _ 1 }. 
1 W(<(U,(+(n--l)(n+l)<(n2-1)+(n2-l)<4n2+4n, contradicting the fact that 
G, is cyclically (4n2 + 4n)-edge-connected. 
(2.2) Both Cl2 and CZ2 have a cycle. The discussion is the same as case (2.1) 
(2.3) Neither C,r nor Cl2 has a cycle, but recall that C1 has a cycle. Then the cycle 
of C, in G’- U contains an (xi,j,, XiZj2)-path in Ci 1 for some 1~ ir, i2 <n- 1 and 
1 <j, , j, <n + 1. (Note that the cycle of Cr consists of some (Xilj,, xi,,,)-paths in Cr 1, 
some (x;,j,, xj,j,)-paths in Cl2 and some Xijx:j edges.) But 
dc,- (y~.y2.,.,,y,~~)(xi~j,) xi& 22n+ l 
as dc(yi, yj)>2n+3 (1 <i<j<n- 1) and g(G)>4n+8. So C1, contains at least 2n+2 
vertices. Let C1 1 have r vertices Xij~X,. As C1 1 is a forest, 
n2-l>/Ul>IUi( 
b(n+ I)1 VCir)l-r-2(/ v(Cir)l-I) 
3(n+ 111 UCII)l-2(l VC,,)l- 1)-W- I), 
2(n2-l)>(n-1)1V(C11)l+2, 
/V(C,r)Id2(n+l)-1=2n+l, 
a contradiction. 
(2.4) Neither C2i nor C22 has a cycle, but C2 has a cycle. We have case (2.3). 
(2.5) Both C1 1 and CZ2 have a cycle, but neither Cl2 nor CZ1 has a cycle. Recall that 
CZ has a cycle, the cycle is in CZ2. We choose C1 and CZ such that Cl2 and C2r are as 
small as possible subject to the minimality of U. 
(2.5.1) If one component of C2i has two vertices Xi,j, and Xi2j2) then C2r contains an 
(xi,jl,Xi2j2)-path. But dG1-Iy1,y2, .yn-l~(Xiljl> xi,j,)>2n+l as d,(yi,yj)~2n+3 and 
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g b 4n + 8. So C2 I has at least 2n + 2 vertices. Let C 21 have Y vertices XijEXr. AS Czl is 
a forest, 
n2-1>IU13/U11 
~(n+1)l~(C~~)l-r-2(l~(C2~)l-l) 
3(n+ 1)l VC21)I-2(lv(C21)I- 1)-(n2- 11, 
2(n2-l)>(n-l))V(C,,)J+2, 
I V(C2,)Id2n+ 1, 
a contradiction. 
(2.5.2) Each component of Czl has at most one vertex Xij~X,. If a component C of 
Czl is joined by at least one edge to C1 1, then C;, =CrluC and C;, =C2i\C gives 
that (Ci1uCi2, C$iuCzz) is a minimal cyclic edge cutset, and C;, is smaller than 
Czl, contradicting the assumption on Czl. If a component C of Czl is not joined to 
C1 1 by any edge, as C is a tree, 
a contradiction. 
(2.5.3) Repeat the arguments of (2.5.1) and (2.5.2) on Ci2. 
(2.6) Both Ciz and Czl have a cycle, but neither Cl1 nor Czz has a cycle. We have 
case (2.5). 
(3) G’ is not n-extendable. By the above discussion, G’ is cyclically (n’- l)-edge- 
connected and N = (xijxij I i = 1, 2, . . . , n-l;j=l,2,...,n+l}isacyclicedgecutset. 
LetwI=IY-{yI,y2, . . ..y._,}Iandb,=IXI.NotethatIXJ=/YI.Sow,=b,-n+l. 
Hence any n edges in N do not lie in a perfect matching because there is always 
a vertex of Y-{y,,y,, . . . . y,_ i } which cannot be matched to a vertex of X. 0 
Lemma 4. If n 2 2 and G is n-extendable, then G is (n - 1)-extendable. 
Proof. See [9]. 0 
Theorem 4. If there is a k-regular bipartite graph with co > c/z 3 (k - 2) (2m + 4), then 
there is a cyclically m-edge-connected k-regular graph which is not 2-extendable, where 
ka3 and m>2. 
Proof. Let H = (X, Y) be a k-regular bipartite graph with 00 > c,%(H) 3 (k - 2) (2m + 4). 
Then g(H) > 2m + 4 and there are two vertices a, bcX such that d,(a, b) 2 m + 1. 
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Let N&)={al,az, . . ..uk} and NH(b)={bl,bz, . . ..bk} and let G=(H-{a,b})+ 
(aibiIi=l,2, . . ..k}. 
We shall prove that G is a cyclically m-edge-connected k-regular graph which is not 
2-extendable. 
By the definition, G is k-regular. Let L={a,, u2, bI, b,}. {ul bI, u,b,} does not lie 
in any perfect matching of G as IXl=lYl and o((G-L)-T)=IX-{u,b}I>ITI, 
where T= Y-L and o( (G-L)- T) is the number of odd components of (G- L)- T. 
Hence G is not 2-extendable. 
NOW we prove that ci(G)3m. Suppose there is a cyclic edge cutset S in G with 
ISI <in. 
If (H- (a, b})-S has two components each of which has a cycle, then there is 
a cyclic edge cutset S’ consisting of some edges of S and at most [(2k)/2 I= k edges 
incident with (a, b} in H. But I S’I < IS I + k < m + k f (k - 2) (2m + 4), contradicting 
c;l(H)a(k-2)(2m+4). 
Suppose (H - {a, b}) - S has at most one component which contains a cycle. Then 
there is a component C of G-S which contains a cycle in G-S but the graph C* 
spanned by V(C) in (H- {a, b})- S does not contain any cycle in (H - {a, b))- S. 
As d,(u, b)>m+l and g(H)>2m+4, dH(ai, bj)>m-1 (ldi, jQk) and 
dH-(o,b)(ai,aj)~2m+2(1di<j~k).SinceC*isaforestin(H-{u,b})-S,Ccontains 
at least one edge in {uibi I i= 1, 2, . . . , k} and C contains either an (a,, bj)-path 
P(1~i,jbk)oran(ai,ai)-pathQ(1~i<jdk)in(H-(u,b})-S,wherePandQare 
internally disjoint with {aI, u2, . . . . uk, bI, bz, . . . . bk}. Let I V(C)n{a,, u2, . . . . uk, 
bl, bz, . . . . bk} I = r. Hence 
I V(C)I>min(d~(ai, bj)+ 1, dH-cn,b)(ap, a,)+1 I lQi,j<k, 
l<p<q<k}+(r-2)>m+r-2. 
As C* is a forest in (H- {a, b})-S, 
1 4wa,d4-2(l UC)l- 1) 
usV(C) 
=(kI V(C)/-r)-2(( V(C)/-l),<IS(<m. 
SO ( V(C) I <(m + r - 2)/( k - 2) < m + r - 2, contradicting (1). 
The contradiction shows that IS ( 2 m. 0 
(1) 
Corollary 4.1. If there is a k-regular bipartite graph with co > CA 3 (k - 2) (2m + 4), then 
there is a cyclically m-edge-connected k-regular graph G which is not n-extendable, 
where ka3, m>2 and n>2. 
Proof. By Theorem 4 and Lemma 4, the result follows. 0 
Corollary 4.2. If there is a k-regular bipartite graph with co > cl >(k-2) (2m +4), 
where ma k(k- l), then there is an (m, k, k) graph which is not n-extendable (nb2). 
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Proof. By Theorem 2 and Corollary 4.1, the result follows. 0 
4. Existence of (m, k, k) bipartite graphs with tn arbitrarily large 
In this section we prove, by a probability argument, that for any m > 0 and k 3 3 
there is an (m, k, k) bipartite graph. Erdos and Sachs [S] have proved the existence of 
k-regular graphs of arbitrary girth, which shows the existence of cages. Using Tutte’s 
method (see [lo, p. 821) we extend the Erd8s and Sachs result to k-regular bipartite 
graphs. 
For any integer k 2 3 and r 3 1, we write 
r-l 
a(k, r)= 1 (k- ‘)j=(k;l);-l. 
j=O 
Lemma 5. Let x be a vertex of degree w of a graph G, in which no degree of any vertex 
exceeds the positive integer k. Then the number of vertices y of G such that do(x, y) < r is 
at most wa(k, r)+ 1, for each positive r. 
Proof. See [lo, Theorem 8.811. 0 
Theorem 5. Let g > 3 and k > 3 be integers. Write 
N=2[(k- l)g(k, g-l)+ 11. 
Then there exists a k-regular bipartite graph G such that g(G)=g (or g+ 1 when g is 
odd) and v(G)=2n, for each n such that 2nb N. 
Proof. Let S be the class of all graphs H satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) v(H) = 2n 2 N, 
(ii) O<d,(x) d k, for each xeV(H), 
(iii) g(H) = g (or g + 1 when g is odd), 
(iv) H = (X, Y) is bipartite with 1X I= 1 Y I = n. 
The class S is not empty for it has one member which consists of a g-cycle (or 
(g + l)-cycle when g is odd) and a (2n - g)-cycle ((2n - g - 1)-cycle). 
For H=(X, Y)ES, let D(H)={vJvEV(H) and d&v)<k} and q(H)= 
max{dH(x, y) Ix, yeD(H) and XEX and ye Y}. q(H)=0 when D(H)=@ 
There exists G=(X, Y)ES such that the number of edges s(G) has the largest 
possible value. We choose such G with ID(G)/ to be as large as possible and q(G) to be 
the largest value subject to the conditions on E(G) and ID(G 
Suppose that D(G) is not empty. Then there are two vertices x, ycD(G) such that 
XEX and ye Y, as G is bipartite by condition (iv). We choose x and y such that 
&(x, JJ) = q(G). 
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If q(G) >/g - 1, then. G’ = G +xy~S, contradicting the definition of G. So 
q(G)=&&, y)bg-2. 
Let T={tIt~ff(G) such that &(x, r)dg-1 or d&y, t)<g-1). Then x,y~T. By 
Lemma 5, it follows that JTJ <N. Hence there exists a vertex z of G such that 
do(x, z) 3 g and do( y, z) 3 g. We assume ZE Y without loss of generality. 
Since do(x, z)>q(G), we have d,(z)= ka3. Hence there is an edge zu not lying on 
every g-cycle (or (g+ I)-cycle). But d&y, u)>do(y, z)-dc(z, u)>g- 1 >q(G). Hence 
do(u) = k. 
Let G1 = (G - zu) + xz. Then Gi is in S and has the same number of edges as G. 
Now D(G,) contains all the members of D(G), except possibly x, and in addition it 
includes u. It follows from the definition of G that (D(G,)J=ID(G)I and x$D(G,). 
But y and u are distinct vertices of D(G,). Let P be any (y, u)-path in Gi. If P is 
a path in G, s(P)>do(y, u)>q(G). If P goes through edge xz, then P contains 
a sub(y, x)-path Q in G. So s(P)>s(Q)>q(G). In all cases, q(G,)>q(G), contradicting 
the choice of G. 
We conclude that G is regular. 0 
Theorem 5 states that for any g 2 3, there is always a k-regular bipartite graph with 
girth at least g and order equal to 2n for n sufficiently large. 
Now we use the result of Ellingham [4], in which it is proved that the probability of 
being able to take a cyclically m-edge-connected k-regular bipartite graph from all 
k-regular bipartite graphs with girth at least g =max{4,2(m/2(k-2))) is asymp- 
totically equal to 1. But the asymptotic number of k-regular bipartite graphs with 
girth at least g=max{4,2(m/2(k-2))) 1s not zero according to Theorem 5. Thus the 
existence of (m, k, k) bipartite graphs follows. 
A labelled coloured bipartite graph, or LCBG, is a bipartite (simple) graph whose 
vertices have been 2-coloured and the vertices of each colour labelled independently. 
Lemma 6. For any jxed integers k 2 3 and m > 0, the numbers of k-regular LCBGs with 
2n vertices which are: 
(i) cyclically m-connected, 
(ii) cyclically m-edge-connected, 
(iii) of girth at least g=max{4,2(m/2(k-2))) are asymptotically equal as n+n3. 
Proof. See [4]. 0 
Theorem 6. For any given integer m >O, there is a k-regular bipartite graph with 
CA(G) > m. 
Proof. Suppose there is an upper bound m’ <m for cyclic edge connectivity of 
k-regular bipartite graphs. Then the asymptotic number of cyclically m-edge-connec- 
ted k-regular LCBGs is zero. But by Theorem 5, for each n 3(k - 1) o(k, g - 1) + 1, 
there is a k-regular bipartite graph with 2n vertices whose girth is at least g, where 
Lower bound of cyclic edge connectivity 149 
g=max{4,2(m/2(&2))}. That means the asymptotic number of k-regular LCBGs 
with girth at least g = max {4,2(m/2(k - 2))) is not zero, contradicting Lemma 6. 0 
Corollary 6.1. For any integers k> 3 and rn> k(k- l), there is an (m, k, k) bipartite 
graph. 
Proof. By Theorem 6 and Theorem 2, the result follows. 0 
Our main results are now easily proved. 
Corollary 6.2. There is an (n’ - 1, n + 1, n + 1) bipartite graph which is not n-extendable, 
where n32. 
Proof. By Theorem 3 and Corollary 6.1, the result follows. 0 
Theorem 0 states that every (n2, n+ 1, n+ 1) bipartite graph is n-extendable. By 
Corollary 6.2, we know that this bound on the cyclic edge connectivity is sharp. 
Corollary 6.3. For integers k > 3 and m > k( k - l), there is an (m, k, k) graph which is not 
n-extendable, where n 3 2. 
Proof. By Corollary 4.2 and Theorem 6, the result follows. 0 
Wormald [12] generalizes the result by Ellingham to general k-regular graphs. By 
the existence of cages, we can get a more general description of Theorem 6. In fact, we 
can prove the existence of an (m, k, k) graph which is not bipartite using Theorem 
6 and the proof of Theorem 4. 
Corollary 6.1’. For any given integers k> 3 and m3 k(k- l), there is a nonbipartite 
(m, k, k) graph. 
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